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ANALYSIS OF FILTERED SILICON DIODE DATA 
FROM THE MAGO ll 

AND MAGO 111 EXPERIMENTS 

R. C. Kirkpatrkk and G. ldzorek 

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alarms, NM, USA 

INTRODUCTION 

The magnetic compression (MAGO) experiments were conceived by the AlCRussia Scientific 
Institute for Experimental Physics (VNIIEF) several years ago, and only recently has Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL) participated in joint US/Russian experiments intended to combine the 
advanced US diagnostic technology with the unsurpassed explosive pulsed power technology 
fielded by VNIIEF. The details of these experiments are described elsewhere [I]. The joint 
experiments have become a very fruitful collaboration between two formerly opposing 
laboratories, the scientists of which have now earned each other's goodwill and scientific respect 
through the pursuit of a common peaceful goal. 

On two of the four joint LANWNIIEF magnetized plasma generation (MAGO) experiments 
fielded thus far, filtered silicon diode measurements of the phsrna emission were made. Both 
VNllEF and Los Alarms have analyzed the data from those two sets of measurements. Here the 
results of the Los Alamos analysis are given. 

In these experiments sets of filtered silicon diodes were used to measure the plasma soft X- 
ray emission integrated by the different band passes of the thin metal and plastic filters. From the 
data obtained, analysis provides a measure of the character of the spectrum of the emission from 
the plasma as integrated along the path through the plasma. The field of view of the filtered silicon 
diodes was restricted by the diagnostic access holes, so that the radiation subtended only a small 
solid angle, over which one can reasonably expect minimal variation in emission. In the first 
experiment (MAGO II)  data was obtained for all five diodes that were exposed to the emission. In 
the second experiment (MAGO 111) a total of twenty one (21) filtered diodes were fielded in three 
sets of seven each that viewed the plasma along three different lines of sight. This represented a 
considerable advance over the MAGO I I  single filtered diodes looking through separate diagnostic 
access holes. In MAGO II four access holes were parallel to the axis of symmetry, but offset 6 an 
from the axis. The fifth access hole defined a different line of sight (LOS), where the plasma 
emission was expected to be very different. 

DATA 

On MAG0 I one of the diodes was unfiltered, a prudent measure intended to cover a faint 
plasma emission possibilii, since this was the first attempt to field this plasma emission diagnostic 
on a MAGO experiment. That diode saturated early, and gave a negative going signal just before 
the other three 6cm LOS diodes responded with positive signals. Therefore, the spectral 
character of the plasma in MAGO I1 was measured by only three filtered silicon diodes. For MAGO 
111, 19 of the 21 diodes fielded returned data. The nature of that data has undergone considerable 
discussion, as will be presented in summary form below. The MAGO II data is presented in Figure 
1 and the MAGO 111 data for one array is shown in Figure 2. 



MAGO 111 DIAGNOSTIC DETAILS 
Y 

On MAGO 111 two filtered silicon diode arrays viewed the second MAGO chamber parallel to the 
axis of symmetry at radial distances of 40 mn (SD1) and 60 mn (SD2). The third atray (SD3) 
viewed the second chamber along a chord perpendicular to the axis, offset 40 mn from the axis 
by 40 mm (at the closest point to the axis), and in the plane half way between the two end walls of 
chamber 2. Arrays SD1 and SD2 were located at the end of a 5.1 mm root diameter threaded hole 
(which flared out beyond the threads). The distance from the entrance of the hole in the chamber 
wall to the SD1 and SD2 filtered diode array was 55 mm. The geometry for SD3 was similar. 

A schematic diagram of the diode circuit for each diode is shown in Figure 3, along with a 
representative characteristic curve for a silicon diode. Silicon diodes are solar cells, generating a 
voltage when light (or soft X-rays) are incident. The silicon diodes used in the arrays were 
specially developed for use as fast photodetectors, and as such were operated in with a reverse 
bias, defeating the photovoltaic action as long as the reverse bias is adequately maintained. For a 
well defined (masked) collecting area the response in terms of number of electrons per electron 
volt of photon energy is surprisingly constant. However, for photons below 30 ev in energy the 
quantum efficiency begins to deteriorate. At high energies (> 3 Kev) the photons are m longer 
completely absorbed in the active layer of the diode, so the response falls off at high energies as 
well. In the MAGO experiments the diodes were not masked due to the very small dimensions for 
the diodes used, and some variation in response occurred due to variation of effective collecting 
area. This variation, as well as that due to photon energy, was measured for identical diodes after 
the MAGO 111 experiment. 

OBSERVATIONS FOR MAGO 111 

The signals for MAGO 111 all had a similar character. The signals rose briefly to a peak near 1 75 
ma between 1 .O and 1.7 ps after the start of rapid drive current rise (from a few Ma to over 10 Ma). 
Most then fell to between 5 and 20 ma before rising again to over 125 ma at about 4 
microseconds. Thereafter, the signals became more noisy, with all rising to over 170 ma at about 
6.8 ps after start of rapid drive current rise. Some diode signals rise to over 200 ma, and 
thereafter all roughly fall together at late time, to less than 50 ma by about 30 ps. 

Upon examining the diode schematic circuit, it becomes apparent that when the diode 
current exceeds about 180 ma, depending on the accuracy of the 50 ohm termination for the 
coax, the operation of the diodes should become non-linear. In addition, modeling of the effect 
of the magnetized plasma entering the diagnostic access hole suggests that after about 4 ps, a 
shock should reach the filtered diode arrays, ultimately disrupting the filters, and possibly shorting 
the diodes as well. Unfortunately, only a few of the diode signals escape saturation effects, and 
none escape the anival of the shocks at the filters. There are brief moments during which a 
restricted set of MAGO I filtered silicon diodes may yield some useful information about the 
character of the plasma emission, but those times are not of most interest. Therefore, we have 
abandoned our attempt to analyze the MAGO 111 filtered silicon diode data. 

MAGO I I  DATA 

Now that we understand what lies behind the character of the MAGO 111 signals, we have more 
confidence in the MAGO II data. Unlike MAGO 111, saturation effects don? occur for until about 7.5 
ps after the start of rapid current rise, and then the effect seems to be associated with the arrival of 
a weak shock (weaker than for MAGO 111) at the filters. See Figure 2. The diodes in MAGO I were 
fielded in holes that were 3 mn in diameter and 71 mn deep. Thus, one would expect a) later 



shock arrival due to the greater distance from the hole entrance to the filters and b) lower signals 
levels due to the smaller solid angle through which the diodes view the plasma. In addition, there 
is some indication (based on the limited analysis that was done on the MAGO Ill data) that the 
temperature in the MAGO I1 chamber 2 was lower than that in the MAGO 111 chamber 2, so that the 
consequential lower pressure would produce a weaker, slower shock in the diagnostic access 
hole for MAGO II, further lengthening the delay before shock arrival at the filters. While the MAGO 
II data is much less extensive than the MAGO 111 data (only three useable channels), it does provide 
a limited assessment of the MAGO II plasma character. 

ANALYSIS OF MAGO II 

The data in channels 2, 3, and 4 were compared against the computed responses for five 
spectral types for a range of characteristic temperatures (or energies) and for each spectral type 
the characteristic temperature (or energy) that gave the best rms fi to the data was found for each 
time in the data. The results of this process are shown in Figure 4. The steps are due to the 
discrete characteristic temperatures (and energies) for the computed spectral types. A refined set 
could be computed, but this seems unwarranted. The "ex's" (x) in Figure 4 are taken from the 
VNllEF analysis [2]. There is reasonable agreement. 

The fiiing parameter for judging the best fii is the square root of the mean of the squares of 
the differences between the logarithms of the ratios of the calculated and experimental 
responses for the filtered silicon diodes. For most of the time the bremsstrahlung spectrum gives 
the best fii when all three signal are significantly above the noise. As expected the results are 
very erratic before all the signals have risen even though the rms log fits are generally one percent 
or better for all spectral types. Following the earty signal rise for channels 2 and 3, the rms log fit 
deteriorates, but the results for al spectral types acquire a significant regularity. This regularity 
continues until about 8 ps, when shocks apparently disrupt the filters. 

The few to several percent fits during the time of regularity show that none of the spectral 
types exactly matches the actual spectrum. This is not surprising, since 0.01 YO neon was 
introduced into the DT gas for the MAGO il experiment. Previous spectral synthesis calculations 
with the l-D non-LTE line transport code ZAP) showed that one strong line from Ne VI1 dominates 
the spectrum at 930 ev. An examination of the contribution to the signals for each of the filtered 
diodes shows that for a 200 ev bremsstrahlung spectrum the major contribution comes from the 
photon energy range around I Kev for channels 2 and 3, but from around 200 to 300 ev for 
channel 4. Therefore, a strong line at 930 ev would fall in a part of the spectrum that has a 
significant influence on the ratios of the diode responses. 

In Figure 4 the best fi bremsstrahlung temperature rises to about 400 ev at about 3 ps, then 
falls to about 200 ev at 3.5 ps, after which it levels off somewhat at about 160 ev, and drops to 
about 130 ev by 8 ps. If one can trust that the data represents a bremsstrahlung spectrum, then 
the data suggests that the MAGO II experiment produced a 160 ev to 130 ev plasma that lasted at 
leas! 4 ps, but perhaps longer. If the cooling rate were linearly extrapolated, the plasma would 
have remained above 100 ev beyond 10 ps, with a thermal relaxation time of between 8 and 16 
ps. However, the abrupt end of interpretable data at about 8 ps leaves open the possibiliiy that 
some sudden cooling could occur at a later time, as suggested by the VNllEF model that allows 
insulator vapor to enter chamber 2 at late time. We do not think that the feature at 8 ps signals the 
arrival of insulator vapor, but rather the anival of shocks at the filters in front of the silicon diodes. 
However, we cannot rule out this possibility. 



ESTIMATED DENSITY 

The emission calcufations were based on an estimated density at the 6 cm line of sight in 
chamber 2 of 10l8/cd. Comparison of the calculated and measured filtered diode responses 
allows deduction of the apparent plasma density. The calculated filtered diode responses were 
based on the assumption that the emission is due entirely to a hydrogen bremsstrahlung 
spectrum. If the additional continuum and line radiation due to the 0.01 % neon introduced as a 
diagnostic impurity in MAGO I were included, the density deduced would be lower than the 
values deduced on the basis of a bremsstrahlung spectrum. This is because, then the calculated 
emission for 10'8/cm3 would be higher with the neon included, requiring a lower density to be 
used in the calculations in order to match the measured responses. VNllEF also derived plasma 
densities, and their results are preferred, because the seed impurity of 0.01 YO neon was included 
at the outset in the VNllEF analysis. Correction of the diode responses for the enhanced 
emission due to the neon near 1000 ev indeed seems capable of bringing the two results into 
reasonable agreement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The filtered silicon diode diagnostic on MAGO Pi represented a considerable advance over 
the same diagnostic fielded on MAGO 11, but experimental details resuned in data that is very 
difficult to interpret in a quantitative way. An attempt to derive the spectral character from some of 
the MAGO #I data that might be satvageable does not seem worthwhile. The codes and 
procedures developed for MAGO 111 have been valuable for interpreting MAGO II data, and should 
also be valuable for interpreting future filtered silicon diode data. In addition, because of our better 
understanding of the physics processes associated with this diagnostic, and the reasonable 
agreement with the VNllEf analysis for MAGO II we have more confidence in our ability to interpret 
the filtered silicon diode data from future MAGO experiments. 

We believe that the filtered silicon diode data from MAGO I I  is consistent with emission from a 
long-lived hot magnetized plasma, and that the temperature and density deduced from the data 
are reasonably consistent with the temperature and density computed by the 2-D MHD code 
MHRDR. However, acquisition of clean data with the MAGO 111 filtered diode arrays would have 
provided a much more definitive basis for assessing the spectral character of the emission from 
the MAGO chamber 2, and therefore for assessing the nature of the MAGO plasma. We are now 
in a position to avoid some of the experimental difficulties that occurred in MAGO 111 and to acquire 
much more definitive data than for MAGO II. 
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Figure 1. MAG0 II fatered siliin d&de Signals for the 4 cm radial lines of m. There were 4 
channels of data for five channels fielded viewing the plasma through separate 3 mm 
dkmeteraccess holes. Fourwere placed 6cm away from (and drilled parallel to) the 
axb, but channel 1 was unfiltered and saturated even before rapid drive current rise. 

The three signals shown above are from channels 2,3, and 4. Tim is referenced to 
the staa of rapid ament rise at 107.3 ps. 
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Figure 2. MAGO 111 filtered silicon diode signals for the 4 cm radial line of sight. There were 6 
channels of data for seven charnels fielded as a single anay viewing the plasma in 
the MAGO chamber 2 through a 5 mm diameter access hole. Time is referenced to 
the start of rapid current rise at 3 4 7 ~ .  
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Figure 3. Circuit used for the silicon diodes in the MAG0 111 experiment and representative 
characteristic cuwes for silicon diodes. 
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Figure 4. Temperatures or characteristic energies for five types of spectra: bremsstrahlung, 
Plan&, flat, spike (or line), and exponential. Notice that from about 2.5 p 3  to 7.5 pS 
all the curves track each other (Le., have the same percentage rise and fall). 


